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Text: Psalm 18:6-19  

6 In my distress I called on YHWH;  
I cried out to my God.  

 From the temple God heard my voice,  
and my cry reached the Holy One’s ears.  

7  Then the earth reeled and rocked;  
the foundations of the mountains trembled  
and quaked from God’s indignation.  

8  Smoke went up from God’s nostrils,  
and devouring fire from God’s mouth;  
live coals blazed forth.  

9  God bent the sky and came down;  
thick darkness was under the divine feet.  

10  God rode on a cherub, and flew;  
gliding swiftly upon the wings of the wind.  

11  God made darkness a covering all around,  
dark thunderheads, dense clouds of the sky 
were God’s Holy canopy.  

12  Out of the brilliance before God  
hailstones and coals of fire  

pierced the Holy clouds.  
13  Then YHWH thundered from heaven,  

the Most High uttered voice.  

14  God sent out holy arrows and scattered them;  
flashed forth lightnings, and routed them.  

15  The ocean bed was exposed,  
and the foundations of the world were laid bare  

 at Your rebuke, O YHWH,  
at the blast of the breath of Your nostrils.  

16  God reached down from on high, and took me;  
God drew me out of mighty waters;  

17  God delivered me from my fierce enemy,  
from foes too strong for me.  

18  They confronted me in the day of my calamity;  
but YHWH was my support.  

19  God brought me out to freedom;  
God delivered me, because God delighted in me.  

1   

Once in a while a question is asked, in church life: “Where do you experience God?” 
Always in confirmation classes, as young people are putting into words something about their 
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relationship with the holy, the mystery, the brightness that pales the sun and the power that spins 
planets like marbles. “Where do you experience God?” Sometimes church folk answer the 
question even when nobody has posed it. Maybe they know that’s what every pastor really 
should ask: “Where do you experience God?”  

Anecdotally I can report that about 93 out of every 100 say, “I most experience God in 
nature.” In the jaw-dropping spectacle of a fine sunset, or the Milky Way, or the Northern Lights. 
In the wondrous stillness of a lake when it’s calm, a mirror to double the beauty of the forest 
ringing the water.  

(A colleague pointed out that it’s much more rare for someone to way “I experience God 
in the middle of a church meeting that’s gone on too long.” Though of course God is there, as 
well. We have a word for people who can find God in the middle of a church meeting that’s gone 
on too long. We call them saints.) 

But back to nature. For about 92 of the 93 who have the awesome experience of finding 
God in nature, at least the ones who’ve spoken to me describe a natural world that is 
unthreatening. Sylvan. Serene.  

2    

But serenity is utterly absent from most of the Bible reading we have for today, from the 
18th Psalm. The earth reeled and rocked; the foundations of the mountains trembled and quaked 
from God’s indignation. Live coals blazed. God bent the sky and descended, on top of a thick 
darkness.  

This is a Word of God with a mission: not to enchant us with a placid and picturesque 
panorama, but to re-acquaint us with the terror of dangers that threaten bodily harm, earthquakes 
and storms that threaten life itself.  

We are in dangerous territory here. Dangerous, because attributing a destructive storm to 
God can quickly be taken up as a refrain by unscrupulous and ideologically bent preachers who 
declare, “God did this to Texas, and Florida, and India, and Nepal, and Nigeria because of the 
wickedness there.” The have said that God sent catastrophe because we have treated sinners with 
too much tolerance — same-sex loving people, divorced people, non-Christian people, liberals of 
every stripe. There is so much that’s wrong with that kind of foul Biblical interpretation it would 
take a month of sermons to show how deeply such talk distorts God’s word. And maybe that is 
one of the reasons we don’t dwell so much on the awesome and frightening wildness of God. 
Too much harm has been done already.  

Maybe we don’t lift up God’s terrible wildness for another reason: because we have 
tamed so much of the natural world. Think of it: as recently as sixty-four years ago, the tallest 
mountain on earth, Everest, remained a mystery: no one confirmed as having reached the 
summit. Today, at least 4,469 persons have summited more than 7,600 times. There’s something 
splendid about such a monumental accomplishment. But the scripture, the psalm, holds out 
something that may be more splendid still: a reminder of a God who is not only as tender as a 
parent with a newborn child, but also as terrible as untrammeled lightning. A wildness 
completely beyond our capacity to domesticate, or even survive. 

Our tender God tends to the tenderness in us. We need such a God. We also need the 
same God, whose power makes all other powers puny.  
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Maybe you have heard the term, “nature deficit disorder,” describing what happens to 
youngsters who grow up deprived of splashing through creeks or scrambling up rocky hills. The 
writer who coined the term, Richard Louv, also wrote “The Nature Principle,” arguing that adults 
need nature as well — as a tonic, as a balancing force. And, the scripture would remind us, as a 
way of having the experience of awe, along with beauty: another way of remembering holy, 
mysterious, wildness. Without wild mystery, our souls shrivel. 

Bruce Chatwin recorded this conversation in his book, Songlines: 

Djinguereber Mosque, Timbuktu. Row on row of gloomy mudbrick arches. Bat 
guano. Wasps’ nests in the rafters. Shafts of sunlight falling on reed mats like the beams 
of a burning glass. 

The marabout interrupted his prayers to ask me a few questions. 
“There is a people call the Mericans?” he asked. 
“There is.” 
“They say they have visited the Moon.” 
“They have.” 
“They are blasphemers.”1 

Here is a precious knowledge: perhaps the holy man knew that in achieving the moon we have 
gained mastery. But he certainly knew that without wildness and mystery out of reach, we cannot 
know God.  

3   

There are practical reasons that anyone who cares about the well-being of the planet 
should be angry enough to rage against the ineffectual governments and rapacious industries that 
wreak devastation on the land. Here’s a practical reason: some scientists say that “at least 25% of 
all [harmful] emissions since the industrial revolution have come from destroying wild nature.” 
Wilderness itself is healthy and necessary for the balance of the natural order: not something just 
waiting to be to be dominated or exploited.  

Crying out in rage at our abuse of wilderness is also good and godly. The Bible teaches 
us to lament: at loss, at injustice, at suffering. Lamenting helps to purge our spirits and souls of 
the toxic buildup of woundedness. Lamenting declares out loud: “When God’s creatures and 
God’s creation are abused, I also am wounded.” Carl Jung wrote: “The foundation of all mental 
illness is the unwillingness to experience legitimate suffering.” No sane person would seek out 
hurt, but sometimes we see people deny or avoid their suffering. It’s unhealthy. It cuts us off 
from the fullness of life.  

And for any of us who bear the name of Christ, there are deeper reasons to lament like 
the prophets of old. What God created and called “good” is being decimated, spoiled, polluted, 
exploited without regard for any chance of recovery. Believing in our Creator God means 
believing that all created things are our kin, our siblings, made of the same divine essence as are 
we.  

                                                 
1 Bruce Chatwin, The Songlines (Penguin, 1988) 
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4   

Knowing that the wilderness is full of dangers; 

knowing that humanity has damaged the wild areas of earth; 

Scripture calls us back to revere the wildness of God’s creation, which hints at the utter 
wildness of our Creator.  

That holy Way includes time in the wilderness: the literal wilderness, beyond the sight 
and sound of so-called civilization. Jesus’ holy Way also includes time in another kind of 
wilderness: the wild, untamed places of ourselves, parts of our soul and psyche that are 
frightening in their intensity.  

The wildness that shakes us to the core will also heal us.  

5   

So in case this is the first sermon you have heard, and in case it is the last, remember: 
make space for the beautiful, terrifyingly wild spirit of God! 

God’s unruly power is in the untamed places: protect them and revere them!  

God is sending us to the wilderness: go, and rediscover your own holy wildness!  


